
HONG KONG: Workers in PPE gear in Hong Kong
carted the bodies of coronavirus victims into
refrigerated shipping containers yesterday as the
city’s morgues run out of space from a deadly
Omicron surge.

In under three months since the highly transmissible
variant broke through, Hong Kong has recorded nearly
a million infections and more than 4,600 deaths-the
bulk of them from the city’s unvaccinated elderly pop-
ulation. A funeral industry representative told local
media the soaring death toll had seen a crunch in the
city’s coffins supply, with only 300 remaining and
expected to be gone by the weekend.

Leader Carrie Lam acknowledged the supply issues
during a press conference Wednesday, and said two
more shipments of coffins will arrive in Hong Kong
from the mainland soon.

“I learned from the Food and Health Bureau last
night that they are endeavoring to arrange transporta-
tion (of coffins) by water,” she said. She added that
officials have been trying to help families concerned
about post-mortem affairs, including how to retrieve
bodies already transported to public morgues without
a doctor issuing a death certificate.

“We will try to find a way for the family to take the
body back so that they can arrange the funeral soon.
The crematoriums... have also been working day and

night at full capacity,” Lam said.
Outs ide Fu Shan Publ ic  Mortuary on

Wednesday, workers in full PPE gear moved bodies
covered in black tarp from a truck into rows of
shipping containers.

Beaches closed 
Researchers estimate the infection toll in Hong

Kong is significantly higher than official figures, likely
already reaching half its 7.4 million population. Lam
has taken hits from all sides on her handling of the cri-
sis, with her administration blamed for the spiraling
deaths and unclear messaging about a potential lock-
down and mass testing. Chinese social media users

have reacted angrily in the past few days, saying the
spread of COVID in the mainland is due to Hong
Kong’s sluggish epidemic response.

Tens of millions in mainland China were abruptly
placed under stay at home orders this week, after the
emergence of more than 3,000 daily new cases as
Beijing battles to maintain its zero-Covid strategy.

In nearby Shenzhen, all 17.5-million residents were
locked down on Monday after an Omicron flare-up in
factories and neighborhoods linked to Hong Kong.
After photos emerged of maskless Hong Kong resi-
dents sunning at a beach-which drew vitriol from
Shenzhen’s netizens-authorities announced
Wednesday that government-managed beaches will be
cordoned off starting today.

“As we see a surge of people going to beaches, we
have to take appropriate measures in order...to reduce
the public’s movements to ensure safety,” Lam told
reporters. This new measure adds to Hong Kong’s
already strict distancing rules, including wearing masks
while hiking and a ban on gatherings of more than two.

The embattled chief executive-whose job is up for
grabs in a few months-has so far declined to say if she
will run for another term. The selection process was
postponed to May because of the wave of COVID
cases, and any further postponement would be up to
Beijing, Lam said.  —AFP
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HONG KONG: Workers move the body of deceased person from a truck into a refrigerated container at the Fu Shan Public Mortuary in Hong Kong yesterday amid the city’s worst-ever COVID-19 coronavirus outbreak that has seen overflowing
hospitals and morgues and a frantic expansion of the city’s spartan quarantine camp system. —AFP

Morgues 
overflowing;

coffins in 
short supply

Hong Kong suffers deadly COVID wave
City-state records a million infections and more than 4,600 deaths in three months

Ecuadoran toad 
breaks its silence 
after 100 years
QUITO: Ecuadoran biologist Jorge Brito was trekking
through the forest when he heard what he thought was
the chirp of a cricket. What he found changed a century
of scientific belief.

“At first I thought it was some sort of cricket out there
vocalizing, but then I paid attention,” said Brito, from
Ecuador’s national biodiversity institute. It was, in fact, a
type of brown toad with rough skin called Rhinella festae
that has a prominent nose and had been considered mute
since it was first discovered 100 year ago. “While it did
not inflate its vocal sack, you could see a small flicker” on
its chin, said Brito. He caught it and took it to a laboratory
to study with his colleague Diego Batallas.

“The first time I heard it, I said: Wow, that’s not the
sound of a toad, it’s like a little bird,” Batalla told AFP. The
toad, which measures between 45 and 68 millimeters in
length, lives in the mountainous Ecuadoran regions of
Cutucu and Condor, extending over the border into the
Amazonian region of Peru.

The discovery was first reported in February in
Neotropical Biodiversity magazine, where Brito and
Batallas described the sound made by the toad. “It is the
first time this unique song of the Rhinella festae has been
recorded and it’s surprising because it shouldn’t sing,”
Batallas told AFP.

The toad does not have the vocal sack that allows
most amphibians to amplify their calls so that they can be
heard up to one kilometer away. “The fact that this
species can sing (without the vocal sack) makes it
unique,” added Batallas, who used to sing in a choir.

Batallas said that the faint sound emitted by the
Rhinella festae demonstrates that some species of
amphibians could have evolved in such a way-perhaps
as an anti-predator measure-as to “not need their song
to be heard very far away.” In the case of the Rhinella
festae, it emits a sound as a greeting, whereas other
species of toad croak as part of a mating ritual or as a
warning. —AFP
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China boosts bed 
spaces as Omicron 
outbreak spreads
BEIJING: China moved to free up hospital beds as
officials yesterday reported thousands of new cas-
es from an Omicron-led coronavirus outbreak that
has put millions under lockdown and raised fears
for the health system. Just three weeks ago China
was reporting under one hundred COVID cases
daily, but that number has swelled past 1,000 per
day for a week.

It logged 3,290 new confirmed infections yes-
terday, including 11 severe cases. China, where the
virus emerged in Wuhan in late 2019, has largely
kept it under control since then through strict
measures, and has not reported any COVID-relat-
ed deaths for more than a year.

But the highly transmissible Omicron variant is
posing a stern challenge to its zero-COVID strate-
gy, resulting in the 17.5 million residents of the
southern tech hub of Shenzhen being locked down
and other cities also under tight restrictions.
Authorities previously sent all patients with any
symptoms to specialist hospitals.

But the National Health Commission late
Tuesday said patients with mild COVID cases
could isolate at a central quarantine facility to
ease pressure on hospitals over fears of a loom-
ing bed shortage.

“Patients with Omicron variant strains are main-

ly asymptomatic infections and mild cases, most of
them do not require serious treatment,” the
National Health Commission said.

“All admission to designated hospitals will take
up a lot of medical resources.” Images of patients
lying on gurneys outside hospitals in Hong Kong,
where hospitals have been overrun by a surge in
cases, have spooked mainland officials, who are
now also rushing to build makeshift hospitals in
some provinces. Footage on state broadcaster
CCTV yesterday showed dozens of giant cranes
assembling “temporary hospitals” in northeast
China’s Jilin province, which has reported more
than 5,000 cases over the past week.

The province of more than 24 million residents
has only 22,880 hospital beds.

Mass testing campaign 
As of Tuesday, 6,000 railway carriage-style

hospital rooms-first erected during the early days
of the pandemic in Wuhan-have been put in place
in Jilin City and the nearby metropolis of
Changchun, to deal with a feared influx of patients.
As well as leaving tens of millions of people under
lockdown across the country, the latest spike in
cases has sparked long queues outside mass test-
ing sites and tight controls at ports, raising the risk
of trade disruption.

In China’s biggest city, Shanghai, authorities
continued to ramp up a mass testing campaign that
so far has seen at least 1.2 million tested in recent
days, according to state media. Shanghai has
closed school campuses and this week began lock-
ing down individual residential compounds with
cases or suspected close contacts for at least 48

hours for testing in a targeted approach, as fatigue
with zero-COVID develops.

But city authorities said yesterday that in com-
ing days they would also begin locking down and
testing an unspecified number of “key areas” in
Shanghai, suggesting an expanded test mandate
across the city of 25 million people. A lockdown in
major tech hub Shenzhen has prompted fears from
analysts of a drag on growth as many factories and
businesses closed.

Major Apple supplier Foxconn said yesterday it
had resumed some operations at sites where pro-
duction and accommodation were on the same site.
The capital Beijing reiterated earlier rules that
banned all travelers from areas with reported cases
in the past 14 days, while other arrivals must show
a recent negative COVID-19 test. —AFP

DALIAN, China: Residents queue to undergo nucleic acid
tests for the COVID-19 coronavirus in Dalian, in China’s
northeastern Liaoning province yesterday. —AFP
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Hamas faces risk, 
opportunity from 
warming Zionist 
entity-Turkey ties
GAZA CITY: A diplomatic thaw between  Zionist
entity and Turkey has created challenges for
Palestinian Islamist group Hamas, which counts on
Ankara’s support, but could also offer it a more
“trustworthy” middleman to deal with the Jewish

state, experts say. With Turkey’s ties to Zionist enti-
ty effectively broken for more than a decade,
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has fostered a
close relationship with Hamas, which took power in
the Gaza Strip in 2007.

In addition to providing financial and logistical
support to the group, which is considered a terrorist
organization by much of the West, Turkey is also
home to senior Hamas officials, including Salah Al-
Aruri, a long-standing Istanbul resident. Hamas leader
Ismail Haniyeh and former chief Khaled Meshal visit
Turkey often. Erdogan is a vocal supporter of the
Palestinian cause and a fierce critic of the Zionist enti-
ty-but he altered regional strategy earlier this year by
initiating an outreach to Zionist entity.

Ties between the two countries had collapsed in
2010 following the death of 10 civilians in a Zionist
raid on the Turkish Mavi Marmara ship, part of a
flotilla trying to breach a blockade to carry aid into
Gaza. But Erdogan took a step towards reconcilia-
tion by calling  Zionist entity’s President Isaac
Herzog following his inauguration in July.

He then hosted Herzog in Ankara last week, the
first trip by a Zionist entity head of state to Turkey
since 2007, in a visit both men hailed as a turning
point in bilateral relations.

‘Hamas concerned’ 
Experts have said that Erdogan’s move towards

Zionist entity had little to do with Palestinian

affairs, and that the Turkish leader was likely moti-
vated by a desire to shore up his struggling econo-
my through improved ties with a key regional eco-
nomic power. But Hamas will feel the effects of the
rapprochement, said Mokhaimer Abu Sa’ada, a
political scientist at Al-Azhar University in Gaza.
“Hamas is concerned,” he told AFP.

“Zionist entity is expected to increase the pres-
sure on the Turkish authorities. I expect that Hamas
leaders will leave, perhaps for Beirut or Iran,
because Istanbul will no longer be welcoming.”

Sources involved in the Erdogan-Herzog bilater-
al talks, who requested anonymity, said the presi-
dents discussed the presence of Hamas leaders in
Turkey, a longstanding Zionist grievance. —AFP

QUITO: Ecuadorean biologist Diego Batallas shows a
Rhinella festae toad at the National Institute of
Biodiversity in Quito.  —AFP


